What’s up in sports?

Irish and ivy deflate men’s volleyball

Men’s and women’s Big West Conference
Spartan club’s Colorado streak ended by Notre Dame and Yale
championships are up for grabs
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Custodians
remove antigay posters

Advocates display aborted fetus photos

Professor aids
In abatement
By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff writer

Don Richey

Tom Tami shows Jensina Bodvarsdottir an illustration of an
aborted infant Friday at Ninth and San Salvador streets. Rod -

Daily staff photographer

varsdottir said ’I’ve never seen pictures like this.’ University
Police officers asked Tami to move his demonstration off campus.

Pro-lifers escorted off campus
Pro-life advocates
begin quiet protest
By Carolyn Swaggart
and Jack Trageser
Day staff writers
Two pro-life advocates displaying graphic
pictures of aborted fetuses and giving out literature were escorted off of SJSU property
Friday afternoon by the University Police.
The pictures showed the remains of dead
letuses, one of which was decapitated. Another picture showed an aborted fetus’s head
being held over a jar by a set of tongs.
"Me advocates, Bob Powers and Ibm Tame,
originally had their display on campus
grounds at the corner of Ninth and San Fernando streets until the University Police
esconed them off. They were told that they
were on state property and would have to
leave, said Powers.
At press time UPI) spokesman Richard
Staley said that he had no information concerning the matter.
The advocates moved their display about
40 feet away from campus and continued
their quiet demonstration.

Twin declined to talk, pointing out that he
did not want to be interviewed by someone
who would not state their opinion on the
issue.
Powers noted that most of the reaction
from passers-by has been positive, with only
a few negatives.
"Most people have not seen these pictures.
They’re hidden from the general public." he
said.
Some people gave expressions of disgust
as they walked by. "Ew. that’s nasty," said
one.
Rachel Burkhouse, a junior majoring in
sociology at SJSU, gave her views on it, saying that she was pro-choice. If abortion was
made illegal, safe medical care would not be
available, she said.
"The pictures are facts, that’s the sad thing.
Pictures of that nature arc not suitable for
public streets. This material is not suitable for
thew types of viewers."
She explained that displaying the pictures
al that manner was forcing it on the students.
She felt that it would be better to develop a
program to educate people about abortion.
She complained to Powers about the pictures, saying that children seeing the pictures
could have nightmares about them.

Powers responded, saying that "adults like
you have more problems with it than children
do,- noting that his own children had seen the
pictures.
Powers called abortion a money-making
industry.
"I consider abortion to be legalized murder.
We’ve reduced abortion to a bunch of slogans." he explained. "That’s the reason why
we come out here with these pictures. because
we expose the slogans for what they really
arc. That they’re just slogans and they don’t
really represent what pro -choice really
means."
The San Jose Police met them, but their
only comment, according to Powcrs, was to
say that they were within their rights to do
what they were doing.
In response to being escorted off-campus
by the UPD, Powers said, "I expect that. It
happens all the time. I go to high schools and
junior high schools, and I don’t think I’ve
ever gone to one where they didn’t call the
police on me. You get used to dealing with
the police when you do this."
Powers explained that he had been displaying his pictures for three -and-a-hall months.
See CHOICE, back page

School of Social Work to cut five sections
I he loll,nstnw an11 IA ran us in a on
touting series on the efin is .1 the (WU
budget shortfall on VOI10111 areas at .VSU

By Precy Correos
Daily staff writer

The School of Social Work will
be cutting five classes for the fall
semester due to Gov. Pete Wilson’s
budget cuts announced in January.
Four class sections will be cut
from the graduate program and one
class section from the undergraduate program. according to Simon
Dominguez, School of Social Work
assistant dean.
Instead of having five class sec-

CALIFORNIA S BUDGET CRISIS

Education and
the spending

nuns in Policy and flunian Behavior, a graduate course. Dominguez
said there will only be three available in the fall.
In the Planning Policy and Health
section, instead of having two classes
available there will only be one; for
Advanced Family Practice, the five

sections will be cut down to four; and
or Community Practice, the live sections will also be cut down to four.
A Human Behavior class, an
undergraduate course which normally has two sections, will only
have one section available.
This means there will be larger
class sizes with approximately 35 to
40 students in Policy and Human
Behavior, a graduate course and
about 40 to 50 in the Human
Behavior, an undergraduate class,
Dominguez said.
At this point, "we don’t have much

of a choice," Donungtic, .;11,1, "we
have to make do with the situation
and accommodate as many students
as we can, but it will be difficult."
The cuts will not affect any
instructors in the School of Social
Work from the program, but there
will be a hinng freeze until further
notice front administration, according to Dominguez.
Dominguez anticipates that there
will be a frantic faculty in the fall
because of increased students per
class, but "I don’t know what else
we can possibly do," he said.

The anti-gay posters that have
papered the resuoorn walls of the
Art building for about two months
were finally removed by campus
custodians Thursday and Friday.
The posters, which advocated
violence against gays, had been
scraped off the walls by Friday
morning, and a work order has
been filed to paint over other graffiti etched into the metal walls of
the stalls, according to Victor
Castillo, director of grounds and
maintenance for Facilities Development and Operations.
Into the paint of one second
floor men’s room wall are
scratched these words: "Kill a fag
for Jesus."
But the problem of hate graffiti
at SJSU has not yet been solved,
according to campus gay activists.
Concerned staff members have
submitted contingency plans to
FD&O in case the problem recurs.
O’Connell and Kevin Johnson,
co-coordinators of Staff for Individual Rights, suggested organizing a team of staff volunteers to
remove any such graffiti in the
future

In a memo to Mo Qayoumi,
associate executive vice president
of FD&O, the two said the group
would target "racist, sexist and
homophobic slurs and/or cartoons
on building walls."
O’Connell and Johnson proposed working with other minority
groups on campus to recruit volunteers. The plan would be at no cost
to the university, and would "take
affirmative action to rid our workplace of this demeaning visual
attack on minorities," they said in
the memo.
O’Connell said she proposed the
idea about a year ago, but got no
response from Qayoumi.
Castillo said the job belongs to
the custodians employed by SJSU
because they are trained to use the
necessary chemicals and paints
properly. He said he fears volunteers would only further deface the
walls.
"We would prefer it done inhouse," Castillo said. "These are
well-meaning people, but they
would do more harm than good in
terms of appearance and safety."
O’Connell said that employees
who support the idea have not yet
acted on it because they are afraid
of being disciplined. The goal of
S.I.R. now, according to O’ConSee POSTER, back page

Residents of Allen
Hall angered by
’filthy conditions’
By Robert Drueckhammer
Special to the Daily

Students living at Allen Hall are
upset about the conditions of their
restrooms, and they want someone
to do something about it.
Students, who arc complaining
about filthy conditions in the
showers and toilet areas, are upset
that the hall has only one permanent custodian at this time.
"Sometimes there will be
(excrement) on the floor, and the
toilets will he overflowed. When
that happens, it takes them quite a
while to clean it up. It’s real bad,"
said Raul !hallo, a junior who lives
in the hall.
"They’re really bad. They don’t
do anything about the showers,"
added freshman Kevin Rategon,
another Allen Hall resident.
Jim Schneider. facility manager
for the resident halls, said that he
was just made aware of the problems yesterday.
"I got a petition from (the students) which basically said, ’the

’We’re short a couple
of custodians right
now. We have the
same situation in
Moulder hall, however,
and it’s working out
fine.’
Jim Schneider,
facility manager resident halls
custodians need more help’,"
Schneider said.
Schneider also confirmed that
there is only one permanent custodian working in the hall right now.
"We’re short a couple of custodians right now. We have the
same situation in Moulder hall.
however, and it’s working out
line." Schneider said.
The custodial shortage is due in
part to one of Allen Hall’s custodians being out on disability leave,
See ALLEN, back page

Students express discriminatory grievances during Campus Dialogue
By Corey 11-esidder
Daily staff writer

In many cases people on campus have
grievances with policies or offensive comments they hear and don’t know how to
voice them.
The SJSU Human Relations Advisory
Board gives the campus community a
place where complaints will be heard and
advice will be given where to take the
complaint. But, according to board member Robert Milnes, the hoard was not created to ohstruct other campus offices.
-The board has created open hearings as
a policy advisory board and to provide a
sympathetic car," said Milnes. "People can
bring the issues to the hearings and then

and then we
’People can bring the issues to the Is
can bring them to the attention of the appropriate office of
action on campus.’
Robert Milnes,
board member and art department chairman
we can bring them to the attention of the
appropriate office of action on campus."
The opening hearing is being called
"Campus Dialogue", and last Thursday the
fourth such session was held.
Three people with grievances assembled with board members and discussed
specifically racial and disabled discrimination on campus and freedom of speech in

campus media.
The first speaker was Martha O’Connell, a custodian with Facilities Development and Operations and a co-coordinator
of Staff for Individual Rights, a gay rights
organization. O’Connell complained about
the presence of pornographic magazines
and literature in FD&O and racial comments she has heard while on duty.

O’Connell came to the board because
she was frustrated in her attempts to get
the university to act concerning what she
has seen and heard in FD&O.
"I was basically told that I don’t have a
case because I’m the only one making a
stink about it," O’Connell said. "I believe
this shouldn’t be my problem alone just
because I have the guts to say something."
O’Connell also said she has made
attempts to set up gay and lesbian awareness events on campus for three years, but
has been denied until recently because, she
claims, the university did not have the
means to allow employees to leave their
jobs and attend such an event.
ISAle of freedom of speech on cam-

pus was addressed by Jim Nysted. an
SJSU alumni. In Fall 1989, Nysted was
offered a radio program on KSJS. After
only four programs aired. Nysted’s program on the homeless in San Jose was
cancelled.
Nysted believes his show was cancelled
because some people were offended by his
viewpoints. While never using profanity
on the air, Nysted utilized his rights to
express his own opinions.
Nysted understood that he was not an
experienced radio person when the job
was offered to him, but believed he produced a quality program. As an example,
See BOARD, back page
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

Why be so passive?

Light rail the right route
is
Spring is here and the time
right for riding light rail.
Not having to worry about
gas, parking or the possibility of
getting in an accident, riders can
toss aside their worries and hop
aboard.
After a weekend of events,
thousands more Bay Area
residents now know first hand the
benefits of supporting traveling on
the 20-mile trolley route. Stops
along the way allow people to get
off anywhere downtown.
Valley locals are also seeing a
bigger picture of where their tax
money is being spent. The total
cost of the light rail line runs
around $550 million, with
taxes paying for a good portion of
that.
Since the latest tracks have been
laid down, riders can travel from
South San Jose to Great America
in Santa Clara.

ii

Opinions

If city officials plan to bring
housing closer to jobs,
encouraging drivers to take light
rail makes it that much easier in
connecting the two.
Transportation experts predict
that by summer, ridership will
increase to 20,000. That almost
doubles ridership of today. Even
more impressive, by the year
1996, officials hope that close to
40,000 individuals will use light
rail as their main form of
transportation.
The transportation agency can
now concentrate on where to
begin building the next one. Two
areas in the planning stages are
the Vasona corridor (to
Campbell/Los Gatos) and the
Capitol corridor (to East San
Jose).
Whatever the big wigs decide is
fine by us - as long as the job gets
done and we get more light rail.

REPORTER’S FORUM
JOHN BESSA

Searching for solace
in health-crazed kin

The fact is, I’ve never been concerned
about the kind of food I eat or whether or
not it will eventually kill me.
But now that I’m more or less under
constant bombardment from my parents
about the trash I stuff into my body. I’m
starting to think more and more about the
damage I’m doing and how I’ll have to
pay for it later.
They can both afford to talk about this
stuff, since they enjoy meals that would
only appeal to rabbits, deer or some
variation of the bovine family. I haven’t
seen plant clippings in the trash for
weeks now, and I’m convinced they’ve
been throwing them into their nightly

Editor,
Good grief. All of these folks running
around, writing reports, making
statements and worrying about procedures
to remove some homophobic posters in
the Art Building.
I’ll tell you the procedure to remove
those posters. Take a paper towel, wet it,

vegetable dish. It’s starting to get scary.
My mom is to blame for this kick. One
day, too long ago, she read something
that made her decide to eliminate any
food that includes more than a millionth
of a milligram of fat from the family
cupboard.
No more 1\vinkies, Pepsi, hotdogs or
any other food worth eating. It was, to
say the least, a dark day in the Bessa
household.
They think it’s good though, and have
obviously benefited from their new diet
plan. My dad is now built like Willie
Shoemaker. He’s small, wiry and has
about as much fat on his body as a

Kudos for the info
Editor,
Applause to Faye Wells for her special
article on SJSU "weeder classes" in your
April 19 edition. This is exactly the kind
of information that SJSU students need
and don’t often get socially "through the
grape vine" of this commuter campus. I’d

and hold it against the poster. Take a coin
quarters work best and scrape the
poster. If it still sticks, apply the towel a
little longer.
Don’t be so damn passive. If you see
something wrong like that, fix it. You
don’t need to wait for the police or the
janitor or the various committees that
exist to combat racism and homophobia.
Take some action. Be your own anti -

racist, cleanup committee.
If you need help, give me a call. I’ve
been removing this kind of junk for years.
I have some 409, a putty knife, a dish
scrubber and rubber gloves in my office.

like to read more from Institutional
Research.
When student becomes aware of a
relatively difficult but required class they
can make informed decisions on how to
approach it. They can better plan on how
much time to allow for homework and
reports, or on whether they should take

the equivalent class at a junior college, or
even take an optional preparatory course
to get ready for "The Weeder."
Thank you for keeping the student body
informed.

Roy Christman
Professor
Political Science

James Gabel
SJSU student

CAMPUS VOICE - LESSLY WIKLE

Escaping the paved world to feel the soil
For weeks before I left, all that I could
think about was how glorious it would be
to feel the sun on my face, not hear the jet
engines roaring over my head, listen to
and actually hear the sounds of birds, and
go to sleep on twigs and leaves and good
old wholesome dirt. Unfortunately my
downtown lifestyle does not allow me to
experience the glory of nature as often as I
would enjoy.
However, once every semester the group
S.A.F.E.R., the Student Affiliation for
Environmental Respect, goes on a field
trip to a Nature Conservancy property.
The Nature Conservancy is a business
ihat buys land in order to restore it to its
natural state through an intensive
rehabilitation process, and then sells the
land, usually to the state, on the condition
that it remain in its redeveloped pristine
condition.
Anyway, they have a volunteer land
rehabilitation program for large groups.
These groups, like S.A.F.E.R., can come
and camp on the land and get the
opportunity to help restore the land to its
original state. In Northern California, the
Conservancy has major landholdings
along riparian habitats, specifically along
the Sacramento River.
The restoration of these habitats is
crucial for the survival of many species of
grass, trees and birds. Much of the area is
now agricultural land, Which is important
for human survival, but makes for very
harsh living conditions for the native
species.
The Conservancy property that we got to
work on this year is Kopta Slough. (Our
group went there last April also). We were
excited to see the progress of the
approximately 1,000 native sycamore
trees that we had planted last year. When
we planted them, they were about a foot
off of the ground, and just one year later,
some of them were reaching seven feet.

This time, we planted native grasses, rye
and sedge. Apparently these grasses are
being extincted in this area because of
herbicide use on surrounding agricultural
land, and the general lack of land for the
grasses to grow upon.
The uniqueness of a riparian habitat is
that it floods on a regular basis, and if the
land is covered with native plants and
trees, this is good. For example, both rye
and sedge are long, bushy clumps of
textured grass. When the flood waters fill
the land, these grasses catch sediment, to
restore and build up topsoil, and they
protect the existing topsoil from washing

Sure, I can walk down the Seventh Street Urban Forest
and admire the boxed trees, but! can’t really sit dawn
under one and feel the air of the forest around me.
away with their long and thin, textured
blades. Unfortunately, removal of these
grasses for crops leads to debilitation of
the land.
The farmer who had an almond orchard
on his land went bankrupt (allowing the
Nature Conservancy a chance to buy the
land) because of irreparable damage to his
orchard. The flood waters rushed over his
land that was devoid of grasses and took
with them the majority of the topsoil that
was covering the fragile root base of his
trees.
After this, the trees got root rot and died.
Enter the S.A.F.E.R. folks. We arrived
Friday night and set up camp about 50
feet from the swift Sacramento River. On
Saturday we woke to the smell of coffee
and potatoes, a few of our early rising
andprobably hungry members cooked up.
The Nature Conservancy crew showed
up after breakfast to explain to us what we
would be doing. We would plant hundreds
of grasses in the field that had been

My dad is now built like Willie Shoemaker. He’s small,
wiry and has about as much fat on his body as a starving
Rainbow Trout.
starving Rainbow Trout. He eats more
vegetables than a rabid pack of animal
rights activism, and looks about 10 years
younger than he actually is.
His new eating habits have only some
part in this. In addition to scarfing
enough foliage to make ozone holes over
a continent, he performs more strenuous
exercise in one day than I do in a month.
He no longer runs 4,372 miles a day
like he used to, because his leg has been
acting weird, but has instead taken up
swimming. He spends half of most
afternoons paddling along in his groovy
tinted goggles, trying to reach his
eventual goal of swimming to Tahiti. He
also lifts weights until the veins in his
forehead start popping out enough to
block his upward peripheral vision,
plays baseball every weekend and rides
to Mantcca and back in 15 minutes on
his mountain bike occasionally. It’s

flooded. We would dig up samples from
the riverbank and then carry them in
wheelbarrows to the fields, dig a hole, and
plant the grass in its new home.
Living in the city makes it very difficult
to believe that dirt is real. We are
conditioned to stay clean because we live
and work in dwellings that are very
painstaking to clean. When we track mud
into the house, the mud definitely looks
out of place on the polished wood floor.
What was so beautiful about planting
these grasses was that we were
surrounded, for miles, by nothing but
amazing soil. it gave me time to reflect

getting out of hand.
Mom is partly to blame for this. Like
dad, she is thin, wiry, looks 10 years
younger than she actually is, and
patterns her eating habits after the Dalai
Lama.
Aside from occasional exercise sessions
at the YMCA and I2-hour work days in
the yard, she has one large activity that
drains enough energy to power a small
U.S. city full of microwave abusers
my morn is a kindergarten teacher.
Being a teacher is a lot of work as it is
(so they say), but the idea of trying to
teach the most important lessons in life
to 35 pre -teen equivalents of the
Tasmanian Devil is frightening.
Sometimes she’ll walk in the house
after a long day, looking like she ran the
four miles home while pulling the car
instead of driving it. This usually means
that my dad will start eyeing the

about what we have created in our cities;
urban spaces with very little of land still a
part of them.
Sure, I can walk down the Seventh
Street Urban Forest and admire the boxed
trees, but I can’t really sit down under one
and feel the air of the forest around me.
There is something so tangible about the
soil, the air, the water in areas that are
relatively untampered with by us.
S.A.F.E.R. ’s trips to plant trees or grasses
allow me to remember just how amazing
nature is.
Most importantly, it helps me to
remember that I am not just a college
student, with a car, living in a city, but
that I am a part of this earth and I must
remember that I share this space with
trees birds and sedge grasses.
Lessly Wikle is a senior majoring in
communications.

fattening, authentic -like burrito I’m
making, since my mom will have no
energy left to make the usual plate of
seasoned chlorophyll for dinner. They
both usually end up eating a quick salad.
I can’t comprehend how they can extract
enough energy from this to get up the
next morning.
Mom has also began her own H.M.O.
health maintenance organization
for dad’s defective leg. This requires
something like two hours of massage
therapy for the wounded appendage, so
her forearms are probably starting to
look like Popeyc’s.
So now I sit, wondering when they will
start making health -food doghnuts.
allowing me to join my parents as an
aficionado of self-improvement. Right
now, it’s just too painful to think of
giving up a big cheeseburger for eating a
pile of something I normally ride my
motorcycle over.
John Bessa is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a.m.
TODAY
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES: Student
exhibits. 10-4 daily, art department student
galleries. call 924-4330. Doing time an exhibition of 100 pieces of time, April 29-May 10.
Monday -Thursday 11 a.m. to 4 p m . Gallery
1 Fine arts building, call 924-4330.
ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES POLITICAL
ACTION COALITION: Meeting 4.30 pm.
S.0 Pacheco Room. call 236-2152
CINCO DE MAYO PLANNING COMMITTEE: Manachi Band Nuevo De San Jose.
Noon -1 pm. SU Amphitheater call 9242707.
AS. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Latin-American Film festival. DMH
150 at 7 p m . call 262-8044
PANHELLENIC AND I.F.C.: Fall Greek
Rush 1991, all week. 9 a.m to 1 pm, S tJ
tables. call 293-0611 or Iggy at 294.7884

TUESDAY
WOMEN’S CENTER: Women as mothers
4.6 pm SU Costanoan call 924-6500
ASIANAMERICAN
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Message on Knowing God’s
will 7pm SU Almaden Room
MARKETING CLUB: The business side of
sports with Hams Barton from 49ers. 3 30
p.m. -5 p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room. call 9248157
ART DEPT LECTURE SERIES: Andrew
Shachat Book illustration for the alternative
illustrator, 5 p m Art Building room 133
call 924-4330
METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT: Seminar
climatic aspect of urban design. 4-5 p in.
call 924-5200
CINCO DE MAYO PLANNING COMMITTEE: Reception El Coqunto De Los
Pobres. 6-8 pm. SU Multi -cultural center
Cultural performance Group Azteca "Tezkatlipoka and group Nayanta. noon-1 pm
Moms Dailey Auditorium
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Art auction
II am to 2 pm SU Amphitheater, call
257-6050
WEDNESDAY
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Art auction

S.F.water sediment blamed on drought
SAN FRANCISCO (API -- The
drought has been blamed for the
high amount of sediment in San
l’riiiiti,cos drinking water.
Sediment exceeded state standards during March for the first
Moe since measurements were required two decades ago, officials
All extra shot of chlorine was
nccded to offset the effects ot the

sudden murkiness
water that contains
the bottom ot the
reservoir, the city.
ment said.

of the Sierra
the sediment at
Hetch fietchy
Water Depart-

"It’s not as had as a weak tea,’
said Leonard Swanson. assistant
manager of the department’s water
quality division.
Most people
nexer notice the difference...

S U Amphitheater, 11 am .2pm
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Summer lob hunting techniques. t 30 p m
S U Almaden Room, call 924-6033 Co-op
orientation. 2 30 pm. SU Costanoan
Room. 924-6033

LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Business
meeting. 8-9 p.m S U Almaden Room call
356-9502
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Testimony meeting. noon to 1 pm, SU
Montalvo Room. call 247-4409
STRESS MANAGMENT: Lifestyle awareness and stress management 9 a.m to 1
pm . S.0 Almaden Room. call 356-9028
MIS CLUB: Formerly. the IRM club last
general meeting of spring semester. 4 - 5 30
p m.. S U Costanoan. call 225-4740
ASIAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS: Got a
gripe about the way minorities are portrayed
in the campus media? Come to this meeting
5 p.m. Wahlquist Library North 113. call
279-3155
CINCO DE MAYO PLANNING COMMITTEE: Free BBO, DJ music by Nebulus
sound productions and Manachi band. noon 1 p m . Quirks Meadow Park Next to residence halls. call 924-2707

AFRICAN LEADERS EDUCATING AND
RISING TOGETHER: Meeting EOP Tutorial
center, call 924-2591
FACULTY BOOK TALKS: Chanh Phan,
philosophy. will review James Freeman s
Sorrows of Hearts. 12 30 p m . Woodward
room University Club. call 924-5530
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION: U.S business in Latin America with
Rene Osono. 12.30-1.30 p.m.. AS Council
Chambers
SEMESTER ABROAD IN BATH, ENGLAND: Informational meeting about the
spring 1992 England Program, 11 am to 1
pm Hugh Gillis Hall room 103

"

Mostly sunny skies with patchy
clouds throughout the day.
Highs in the mid 70s, with
lows in the 40s.

The University Police are
conducting an investigation into the
anti -gay posters that have appeared
recently in the restrooms of the Art
building.
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’1 the living legend of the Delta Blues

JOHNNY SHINES
with KENT DUCHINE

ROY ROGERS*

lithe

(from New Oreleans)

ROBERT LOWERY

(from Santa Cruz)

MADYLAN ROSE
UTILE JOHN CHRISLEY
BACK TO BACK
BLUES BAND
NITECRY

DOORS 810 S.00/ HI,"
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FREE
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Tired of Facing This
Every Morning?

Enter Drawing For 2 FREE April Flash Passes

AlTrans
Pi

Get involved! Everybody welcome!
Join us for a brainstorming session

Immo KA
4k.
Timm tow.

IA=
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44,016 . 56,
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Better value.
Better hurry.

We’ll offer you more than just a Bus!
Unique Combinations of Alternative Transportation Assistance
Available to All Students, Faculty & Staff.

HOMECOMING 91

D E LTA RHYTHM KINGS
smi Shootoul consultant

JOHN MOONEY

ROCK STEADY POSSE
/0

2r4oti
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SL I

UPRISINGSARNHTA
JUST 8/ PER PINS,.

Weather Service

National
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BE A PART OF THE ACTION

possible chance of showers.

The Associated Students Program Board @ SJSU presents the

5.11

"Transportation Alternatives For A Healthier Planet ’

Slightly cooler temperatures,

.ST Sf RE( T SAN JOSE

+

Environmental Resource Center
Washington Square Hall #115
(408) 924.5467 (Located On Campus
at San Antonio and 4th St)

Tuesday’s forecast

SJSU President Fullerton spoke at a
forum Thursday about how the
university will handle budget cuts.

Fir

- Hi sour t.

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

From now until May 30th save up to
$2,096.00 on MacintoshfiLC and
Macintosh Hsi computer bundles.*
Macintosh LC
Computer with 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 2 MB of RAM. keyboard.
12" RGB Monitor and Spartan Starter Kit.

Macintosh
LC

Academic Price $2060.00 SAVE $1107.00

BLP1./1

Suggested Retail Price 51167(51

Today

1

-

April 29 at 2pm
in the A.S. office

Macintosh Hsi

Macintosh
II Si

Academic Price $3154.00 SAVE $1812.00 .sw
Suggested Retail Price 54966.00

Macintosh Hsi

,....1+11

AL.12,23.
FLASH!!!
We have recently significantl
reduced pnces on the
SE 30 4/80 CPU
all Macintosh Ilci CPU’s
all Macintosh Ilfx CPU’s
and
Apple LaserWnter Printers.

3rd Floor Student Union
For more information contact
Diane Avelar, Homecoming Chair at 924-6240

Computer with 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 3MB of R AM. 13"
AppleColor High Resolution RGB Monitor and Spartan Starter Kit.

Computer with 80 Megabyte Hard Drive and 5 MB of RAM. 11.
AppleColor High Resolution 170113 monitor and Spartan Staner Kit

Academic Price $3670.00 SAVE $2096.00
Suggested Retail Price S5766,isi

These bundles are in stock!!! Pick yours op tocia .

si

Mac -a -Mania Event, Art Quad, May 7, 9:30-2:30

San Jose State University. Spartan Bookstore Computer Departozeni PIS 924-1809
Met pod loom
I IV, ay.,11 Ape.’ If 1991 at Sallow 1uty i 1,14.11111r Snort. Ilmiteuvre I /10Itr 111110/IITIFIX 1111e.
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Women’s golf team
takes lead in tourney
Daily staff masa
The SJSU women’s golf team
looked to maintain three streaks
Friday at the first round of the
1991 Big West Conference Wornen’s Golf Championship.
Playing at the University Golf
Course in Las Cruces, New Mexico. the Spartans held a four-stroke
lead over host New Mexico State
after the first round of the tournament.
Saturday and Sunday’s results
were unavailable at press time.
This is the fifth annual championship for the Big West Conference with the Spartans winning the
first four tournaments.
In addition, an SJSU player has
won the individual title each of the
previous four years. leading the
Spartans to victory.
The start of this tournament was
no exception for the Spartans as
SJSU shot a 303 to lead by four
strokes. In fact, the Spartans have
never trailed in the history of the
tournament.
However, looking over their
shoulders, the Spartans find New
Mexico State in second place with
a score of 307. Hawaii and Long
Beach State round out the top four
with scores of 324 and 329 respectively.
Individually. SJSU kept the
streak alive as Tracy Hanson shot a
four-under-par score of 70 to lead
Tina Drabble of New Mexico State
by two strokes. Spartan Ninni Sterner was in third place with a score
of 75 while Lisa Walton of SJSU
was alone in third place with a
score of 78.
Other SJSU players scoring
among the leaders include Nicole
Homer. who was tied for eighth
place with an 80. Eva Dahlback
shot an 82 and was tied for 13th
place.
The weather played a part in the
round as the winds grew stronger
as play went on. While SJSU and
Long Beach State were on the
course, the wind was approximately 25 miles per hour.
SJSU head coach Mark Gale
said that the wind had an effect on

his team’s play.
"Under these conditions, this
was one of the better rounds of golf
that we have played all year,"
Gale said. "We hit the ball well
but we didn’t putt well because we
had trouble reading the greens.
"It was a real test." Gale said.
"We don’t normally play in these
kind of conditions."
Sonic players said that the wind
was a factor.
"The course isn’t necessarily
hard, hut the wind made it
harder." said Sterner. "I played
OK on the back nine, but on the
front, I was just trying to hit the
ball straight."
In other cases, the wind was a
benefit.
"The wind didn’t hurt my play
because I play this course so much,
I’m used to it." said Drabble. "I
just kept my drives low on the back
side and that helped me avoid
some problems."
If Drabble continues to be
among the leaders. New Mexico
State will be in contention to beat
SJSU. according to head coach
Paul Brilliant.
"I’m not real concerned that
San Jose State is ahead of us by
four shots because we just need to
worry about shooting good
scores." Brilliant said. "If we
shoot good scores and manage to
beat San Jose State. then that
would be the icing on the cake."
Brilliant added that New Mexico
State would remain in contention
once his team gets "rid of the
nerves."
Nerves had an early affect on
Hanson in the first round of the
tournament. But she recovered to
shoot a 70.
"Tracy Hanson had one of the
best rounds of collegiate golf this
year. Gale said.
"I didn’t begin the round well
hut as I played. I gained some confidence and hit the ball crisper."
she said. "You have to have confidence when you’re playing in the
wind. As a team, considering the
conditions, we held together and
did all right."

DISABLED
Not Handicapped

On the Golden Road

"Fhree’s
not a
charm

I), skies are still cloud, in iiiat
IRA money cannot be used to
pay for salaries of
administrators or "to hire personnel
except on a temporary basis;
permanent appointments cannot he

made with short-term funding,"
according to a 1987 memo on IRA
allocation.
Now that they have been
released, one or more of the three

11

Gold

my 011011111 01le acek ago.
In:imong the items I mentioned
were funding minor sports and
bringing hack some of the sports cut
by SJSU in 1988.
The problem was caused by a
lack of funding. With budget cuts on
the horiton, the skies looked bleak.
These sports will not return to
SJSU in the near future. My wishes
conflict with reality.
But after last week’s Associated
Students meeting. the color of the
sky brightened. The A.S. passed a
motion to allow SJSU students to
vote on a $15 increase of
Instructionally -Related Activity
student tees, $10 of which will go
directly to the Athletic Department.
According to Tom Brennan.
SJSU athletic director, if the vote
passes the increase could mean the
department stands to make about
$400.0110.

athletic administrators could be
brought back on a "temporary
basis.**

But don’t count on it.
Why would Brennan want to
ring Zimmerman hack’!
And what about Pinksion, who
called Zimmerman and herself
"instrumental to the fund-raising
efforts of San Jose State sports.’
after hearing that she was being
released?
Brennan wouldn’t hire them hack
if they raised a million dollars for
the athletic program.
Brennan won’t talk about that
matter, calling it "personnel
related." lie said that it is
"inappropriate to disc Liss it
He would not comment on

BSN
STUDENTS,
lit*1991

Coincidentally or not. Brennan
has brought in two men. Ed
Swart, and Dan Curry. who
were hiith hired at the same time.
have essentially replaced
Zimmerman and Pinkston.
The athletic director explained
that the spots Curry and Swan/
occupy were open in October when
Brennan took over the program.
Brennan figured that there would he
enough money.
"There was a different governor
at that time. Brennan said. "The
major cuts in California weren’t
clear when I took the .joh.’’
Brennan also noted an increase in
the cost of a schi ilarship. housing
and in student fees. The department
needs to meet these needs in order to
keep the program licely .
"We have to enhance our
revenue base to stay competitive ill
DIS ision I. said Brennan. adding
that the the department did not
decrease the number of scholarship,
allotted.
But that shouldn’t mean cutting
three administrators to make up for

’The major cuts in
California weren’t
clear when I took the
Mb.’
Tom Brennan,
spa; Athletic. Director
the loss.
The magnitude of the problem
is so great. everybody is feeling
he said. "The students and the
community ... are too critical" to
the Success 01 the program.
Ohs joust) Zimmerman. Pinkston
and Clark did not fit in with
Brennan’s long term plans lie now
has an uphill battle ahead
Nivirrart Dolly
Maria (ioh/ it
///,
ihrarreare Ediror

NEW

TOYOTA

gm\
4:

0

De San Jose"
12:00 1:00

Tuesday

4t

Grupo Azteca
"Tezkattipoke & "Grupo
Folkloric Nayarita"
12:00- 1:00
Morris Daily Auditorium
reception: ’El Conjunto De
Los Pobres"
6 PM- 8 PM Stud Union Multi Cultural Con.

NOW!

Mariachi "Azteca"
DJ- Nebulus Sound
Productions 12:00- 100
Kirk Meadows
9th St. 8 San Carlos

Celica 2 -Door GT Sport Coupe

C AP I TO L
TOYOTA

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you’ll need an overall
2.5() GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

Wednesday BBQ

Na0

Take advantage of our graduate buyers program:
-No Previous Credit Necessary
-No Payments for 90 Days
CALL
RON ZAPLAWA or GEORGE KREITEM
Fleet Managers
At

775 west Capitol Expressway

San Jose. California 9506

FIESTA

April 29 - May 3

Monday "Mariachi Nuevo

_

*tracah Deluxe V6 Tru,l,

.110Mhly.

44/14iilli lippCtir%

You can buy or lease a

The department faces budget cuts
in the neighborhomlof $4b0.000.
Pan of that money. about $250.(100.
will come from three positions that
have been "consolidated and
eliminated." according to Brennan.
The three positions belong to
Assiwiate Athletic Director Mary
Zimmerman and Assistant Athletic
Directors Marshall Clark and
Debbie Pinksion. Pink ston is gonc
The other two are evpected to be
officially released soinetoile hefOre
the conclusion of the 0 ii c

Pmkston tlkiugh he did say that
"decisions of this nature are not
easy to make."

MAY ’91 GRADUATES....

Thursday

0

"Albert T & The Cool Breeze"
1200- 100
Stud. Un. Amphitheater

Friday Grupo "Flama"
1200-100 Stud Union
Amphitheater Spons by the
Program Board
unded by Assoc Students
Events Coodmaled By
Calmeca Project
Chicano Commencement
lEspanic MA Assoc
Lambda Sigma
Gamma
Latina Alliance
Soles
No Alpha Kappa
Mocha

14081267-0500

An IBM PS/2 can help you
with a double major.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL-FREE 1-1100-4123-USAF

Physical limitations are
not the biggest obstacle
facing disabled students.

Find out how these students cope.

Spartan Daily

Work and college.
San JO4t.1 Re, Servire
80 E San Carlos, 2nd Floor
San Jose 95112

297- 6320

20 % Student Discount

Access magazine
coming in May

Get a resume that
does the job.

Photos,
Fingerprints
US Citizenship
Greencards
Re-entry Permit
VISA Extention
Pass Port
Resumes copies
Flyers
Fax

I Alegi. can he difficult enough by itself, hut
when soil eompound it w ith a job. the load
dotililes. The IBM Pi.rsonal System/2’ can
Irli) ’Stu through I hen4. workloads.
The. PS/2. comes pn.loaded with soft wan. that will let you create impressive papers,
nrort,, graphics and spreadsheets for your
classes or for your job.
An 11111 mouse, color display and tools
like a notepad. calendar. eardhle arid 111.11
games an. also included. And it’s expand:dile so it ean grow with you to keep pace

Hours. MT 7am 5pm
SAT10am-5pm

Face your Future

Fine Stationery
High Quality Recycled paper.

1
20% OFF ALL COPIES
ON
RESUME PAPER.
on orders over $2.50.
Valid

With Confidence

Q:
A:

Must present coupon One coupon per
customer Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location Expires 5/16/91

kinkoss

the copy center
Lio S. Third St.

(Across from McDonald’s) 295-4331j

with your ,weds at work and in college.
for a special
As a student. Mill an.
price on an IBM l’ii/2! AtIonlable loan paymeut,
an. also available with the IBM P5/2 !man for
Leaf
g. And on a different NW, you ea,, get
the Roland’ Desktop Music
System at a special price.
l’he PS/2 is well
worth looking into. V. het her
it: for work or for miler.
you’ll find it can he
?’
a major help.

What can $41.79/month* buy?
An IBM PS/2 Model 30-286
complete with an... IBM Mouse
30 MB Fixed Disk
VGA Color Monitor

)14cc
I asi, Allordable Ac tic &
Scar Ttvatment - No Drugs!
Ls Rose .Skin Carr Center

1011s

Dc Au,,81Yil

.NPrilin it.dectx:11211(i7Pnifilimtikluirentri.
FREE Consuhalion vith this Ad

Microsoft Windows 3.11

Microsoft Word for
Windows and more!

Come see how easy the IBM Loan for Learning can help you get a PS/2 of
your own. Stop by the Spartan Bookstore to see the IBM PS/2 or call your
SJSU Student Representative: Arthur at 452-4931 ext. 1102.
The

L

otter re everteele to welded wen. oludente faC04Iy and Malt who pechete ISM Selected AcreSsmc %Whom through pertropeong campus outlets
OW SOO 222 7757 or OM avtoreind PC Demers caddied to remark,’ OM Salami acabomm SdfullOn. 0,11010,115.0a1C1 to werlabat, Proofs we
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Spartans to compete in Big West
Conference golf championships

Volleyball club team ends season 16th
Notre Dame, Yale
end team’s quest
for championship

wards the team championship.
The SJSU men’s golf team will Each day’s total score for team
he competing at the 1991 Big West competition is determined by addConference Men’s Golf Cham- ing the lowest four scores per team
pionships today and Tuesday.
for each individual round
Nine Big West schools will be
The teams were seeded on Sunparticipating in the competition at day by Big West coaches. Results
the Virginia Country Club in Long of the seeding% were unavailable at
Beach. Players will shoot 36 holes press time.
today and 18 holes on Tuesday.
Last year the Spartans finished
The tournament favorite is third as a team with Mike Foster
Fresno State. who will be going for finishing second in the individual
its fifth-straight title. Last year’s competition.
runner-up. the Runnin’ Rebels of
A strong finish in the tournaUNIX. also figures to he in the mem could earn SJSU a spot in the
title hunt.
NCAA Western Regionals. which
Each team designates five play- will be held on May 23. 24 and 25
ers whose scores will count to- in Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Daily staff report

By. Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer

The SJSU men’s club volleyball team took its game to new
heights by competing in the National Club Volleyball Championships at the Air Force Academy.
Competing at the high altitude
of Colorado Springs, Colorado,
the team played six games in two
days (April 19 and 20) before
eventually losing to Notre Dame
and Yale, which knocked the
Spartans out of the tournament.
Overall, however, the Spartans
ended the season ranked 16th tout
of 300 club teams) in the nation.
improving on the 15th place finish from one year ago.
Brian Micheletti, outside hitter
on the team, said that the altitude
had an effect on the team’s performance.
"We couldn’t jump serve. Nobody there could jump serve."
Micheletti said. "Our jump serving is a part of our offense."
What did not effect the team’s
injuries.
performance
was
According to Micheletti, for the
first time since the middle of
March, the starting six on the
court were healthy for the Spartans.
Being health helped get the
Spartans off to a good start in the
tournament.
Graceland College of Iowa,
which finished second in last
year’s championships. looked to
win the title this year.
It didn’t happen.
The Spartans upset Graceland,
paving the way to a showdown

Spartan sports week
This week in sports for SJSU
ady
Mon

512-Qa
Softball
Men’s Golf
Women’s Tennis
Men’s Golf
San Jose Giants
Baseball
Baseball
Softball
Baseball
Softball
Baseball
Judo
Baseball
Softball

Tue

Wed

111111151

Fri
Sat

Don Rchey Catty stall photographer
Volleyball club member Jason Scharff spikes SJSU placed 16th in the National Club Volley the ball in an earlier match against St. Mao
ball Championships in Colorado April 19-20.
against Yale.
13. However. following a Spa"A couple of points difference
in that match. the Spartan!, and tan serve. 1 ale hit the hall over and we are in the top four. It wa,
Yale competed for three games the net tor the xs in.
an exciting match." said Midbefore Yale won 15-12. 13-15
had the Spartans won that
and 15-13. In the third game, a game. they would have been in dendorp. who added that he v.a.
rally point game in %% Inch a point the top 10 and could have placed effected hy the change in altitude
is scored on every sere. SJS1.
even higher. according to outside from California to Colorado
Nliddendorp received the flu.
rallied from a 14-9 deficit to 14- hitter Tully Middendorp.

Sun

Opponent

Time

New Mexico State
Big West Tournament
Big West Tournament
Big West Tournament
Visalia
USF
Stanford
University of Hawaii
UC-Irvine
Pacific
UC-Irvine
Alumni Tournament
UC-Irvine
Fresno State

2:00
All Day
All Day
All Day
7:05
7:00
5:00
1:00
7:00
6:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
1.00

Home games in bold face type
Baseball at Municipal Stadium, Men’s Tennis at
AVAC, Women’s Tennis at South Campus Courts,
Softball at P.A.L. Stadium (except Wednesday at
Lafayette Park), Judo at SPX 204

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BE A PART of the ACTION’
HOMECOMING 91
Now is the lime to get in
Join us Monday April 79 at /pm
Associated Student
3rd Floor Student Union
Contact Dion. *velar

BEDS’ MATTRESS SETS New Twin
186 Full S135 Queen SI49 King
SIRS Vou gel both pieces Bunk.
beds daybeds chest.. 599 8,
...tend
up Dresser mirror
Four thew bedroom
Chest of drawers

heraelboord
set
S199

14151745-0900
We will beat snyone 5 prices"

Homecoming Choir of 924-6240

GREEK

DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN

KAPPA SIGMA 52nd ANNUM
BIKE A THON
April 24 WU April 26

Enroll Now’
Save your teeth eyes
and money too
Cleanings arnd office

Proc.dfo 101CEF

HELP WANTED

visits at no charge
For brochure see

JOBS for the ENVIRON
MENT Pass Imes to dop all pol
lotion weler pollution and Pesti-

ACTIVIST

S Office or call
1-800-655-3225
HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER,
Jet there anytime with AIRHITCH
or 5269 from the West Coast
$150 from the East Coast’ (Reported in NY Times A icr. Go’)
AIRESITC11 Call 212 864-2000

PROM GRADA PARTY CLOTHES
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS
MELODY CREATIONS
572-0565

RENTERS NOTE" Do you want the
landlord to keep your security de
posit or do you want It beck’ 101
tips on how to get your .curity
$5 56
deposit
back
Send
!check inch to JM Sea Produc
lions Bos 36128 Dept M San
Jose 151510, call 408 266 3746

Semester
poisoning
II
cide
summer lobs Career opportuni
ties Earn SS learn about the is
sues call DANA 14151323 5364

ing concerned articulate people
lot community outreach posi,
tion Training hovel S full benefits

Attend

Full lime or part time
Apply Mond. Friday
Ian, In 5 pm
Full benefits

FOR SALE
ARE YOU A NICE guy Mil
whin women reallred
1.17 WIsh you hod en
ACTIVE DATING I IF E got
the

DATING AND SOCIAL

SUCCESS Coursebook
Rea.tic applicable
prInclpkra Address*.
Il issu. from chew
Ing rIght to making
cocoon out Not theory
not magic bole Slop by
Step course documented
by Bocce... men
S2 plat 30 day
$555
guar r ant y Whet do you
have to lose, Tenho..
Co Bor 1998 to. Gatos
55031 P.M Par Mooing’

Call

Call 7,3 I-800-247-3435

Lifeguard

Credit Unhin
Medical Insurance
VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS

AV Technician
Maintenance

Apply in the Director Office
lid floor Student Union
INTER
interviews now taking
phice Gain valuele ego own.
MANAGEMENT

mg team of employees codsm
et. rind suppliers Successful Kt,
elec.’s yell undergo derialve
ver lige summer earn
ings range SO S 1 000 Student
Painters I 800 426 6441
training

C8111408)448 3951
DOWNTOWN HAIR & BEAUTY supply
needs part time temp help El.

EARN $500 WK ASSFM111 /NG prod
acts at home’ Easy’ Robot,’ Set
your own hours’ Flee recorded
message into 415 585 5662 24

TEACHERS SUBSTITUT

F T hours for summer 1870
Barber In Wein. Infor.ction
F sew, Apply
680
in person Don Open
JOBS IN PAR *01 31
I earn how to obtain riciting
new comer. with CI UB MED
cruiselines and other tropicel
resorts Let our Informative
guide show you how Food
16 95. A SM Publication.
II 0 Bos 3728 Santa Clara
Ca 95055
Cosmopolitan
MOD. SEARCH el
’ritornello.’ modeling agent y
fashion print
M
F
for
seeking
end T V commercial work For

’

Small World Schools is
learners tot our preschool
sr hoot et. and infant
programs We need full lime
nd port time c wool vorr
Fled., hour% swelled*
to, lull time students
Early morning shifts

hours

16 30orn S 10o. available
Call 737 7326 Si. units
F C E or educalmn required
THE MUSIC ROOMS information Con
am.ce
tel ore now accedtlrrg
lions for Fall 1491

Work study
Contact the Student Union
Director Mice al 9244310
SAL ES RE SFFIVA TIONtS
Wholesale lour operator sp...
ding in upscale tours to Hamm
has several loll lithe summer pa

Part time work
may be a possibiley in me fall
From offices
Nis blocks from
campus reserve...Is coml.
sltions available

...to with travei agents via tele
phone to develop promote and
sell customized travel itineraries
Successful applicants will haw

PART Elk.. INTERNATIONAL RETAIL
CHAIN In business since 18851
has 200 lull and pert lime post

skills
Computer nt typing sloth
erledbility In work sotrme week

hours

set

wound

your

only Call 226.2433
ROOM MATE WANTED ME roommate
wanted in nice 4 bedroom house
near Winchester 5400 per month
.nt unities Call Storey 14081
291 20190’ 748-7076
2 BORM 2 bath Forlowmt WO, or
ride bike to school 780 S 11th St
Laundry ac anise s.urity build
mg cable TV *veil clean A quiet
remodel. Garage each on first
"rine foef served bar. 1750
000 pet rno 1 4 adults students
Cell manager el 268-9157

PERSONALS
N
BL UE GAF EN ALGAE S HERE
NOW’’’ Super memory mhencer
body loner See VIKTOR in SH 211
or call 408 254 1447 before 09006
after 1900 any day

end shifts
Reser valmnisl

paid
training end hese solely plus
rentlnes Apply in person al

Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
62, E Campbell Ave all

AFRO AM TEACHER SEEKS Asian
Polynesian land null ..change

consultation Accident
Law Center 2156 The
Alameda San Jose 244-3340

reports group papers resumes
letters theses laserprinter
etc All forms. plus APA SPF

sos-682

...lance All work guaranteed’
Call PAM 247-2541 114.41pro tor

7555 eat F ’OR?

HEADING FOR EUROPE

worry tree profession.’

THIS SUMMER,
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Apnl showers
BOARD
claims for more From page 1
Nysted noted that he devoted a
to the two weeks he spent in
unemployment show
a Santa Cruz shelter following the
WASHINGTON (AP) The
number of Americans filing new
claims for unemployment benefits
jumped by a sharp 47,000 in the
second week of April, the government said Thursday.
"I think that we buried the recession prematurely and the data is
now showing that the recession
lives," said Robert Brusca, chief
economist at Nikko Securities.
The Labor Department said that
new applications for jobless claims
surged to 498,000 for the week
ending April 13, up from the previous week’s filing of 451,((X).
Just a week ago. when the government reported that jobless
claims had fallen for the second
straight week, some economists
were saying that the back-to-back
decline might he the final signal
that the nation will emerge from
recession by midyear.
The jobless claims numbers can
be extremely volatile, but some
analysts said today’s number,
which brought the number of new
Americans searching for unemployment assistance hack to the
half-million mark, was bleak news
for the economy.
"A very large number of people, new people, are coming in and
filing insurance claims every
week." Brusca said. "People are
so eagerly awaiting news for a
turnaround in the economy, they’ll
grasp at anything ... I think we’re
looking at some pretty depressing
numbers here."
Brusca said Thursday’s report is
further reason for the Federal Reserve to lower interest rates as a
way to get the economy moving.
President Bush made that point
Thursday when, during an Oval
Office meeting with former Japanese Prime Minister Noboru Takeshita. he said he wants to see interest rates lowered to help both the
U.S. and the world economy.
The Fed’s discount rate what
it charges hanks and other financial
institutions for short-term loans
is now 6 percent. its lowest since
1988.
The prime rate the amount
hanks charge their most creditworthy corporate customers is 9
percent.

October 1989 earthquake. Nysted
spent time there to get a feel for
what the earthquake victims were
going through.
"I was cancelled and I never got
a complete reason why, at least not
in writing," Nysted said. The station gave me something in writing
because I demanded it, but since
I’m no longer a student at SJSU
I’m told I have no course of
action."
Nysted said that he does not
care if his program is reinstated.
He would just like to know that he
produced a quality program and
would like to prevent what happened to him from occuring
again.
Also at the "Campus Dialogue"

Oil investment scam
rips off 3,500 people
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Authorities Thursday announced raids
on 32 firms in three states in a
crackdown on telemarketing scams
that sold bogus oil and gas investments with the promise of big profits from the Persian Gulf war.
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the last Ill da)s. oilivials said.

"There are still several warrants
out being served." said G. W. McDonald, chief of enforcement for
the California Department of Corporations. We have obtained
over 2(X) boxes of evidence,
More than 3,5(X) people may weighing over a ton. We have
have invested $51) million in pro- served six cease -and-desist orgrams sold through "boiler room" ders.’ ’
sales firms in Los Angeles. Dallas
The charges include securities
and Salt Lake City, said officials
from the North American Securi- registration and licensing violations, securities fraud. commodity
ties Administrators Association.
fraud. telemarketing registration
"In one instance, a California law violations and grand theft.
man who invested a total of S75.The search warrants were served
(XX) was told the war would drive
up the price of oil so far that he at 14 firms in California, one firm
would make at least 35 percent a in Dallas, and six in Salt Lake
year and receive royalty checks fiw City.
20 to 30 years." said NASAA
The 16 states involved in the inpresident John R. Perkins.
vestigation
were
California.
NASA A. which receives federal Texas, North Dakota, Kansas,
funds, assists state-level members Utah, Missouri, Georgia. Alain the investigation and prosecu- bama, Arizona, Idaho, Pennsylvation of energy and precious metals nia. Indiana, West Virginia.
Wyoming. New Hampshire and Ilswindles.
linois.
An eight -month investigation by
16 .Lites resulted In In arro,l, os

Recycle Your Unwanted CD’s
11$11.8
131.1board

Thursday was Tim Fitzgerald. an
SJSU alumnus working toward
his masters degree. Fitzgerald
complained that all the anti -discrimination outlines for disabled
people in university by-laws only
cover the physically disxabled.
Fitzgerald is an emotionally disabled student that is asking for
inclusion of all disabled in student
services on campus.
The Human Relations Advisory
Board was set up by President Gail
Fullerton to address racial issues
on campus. The board is made up
of 22 members, four of which have
been added this semester alone.
"What we want to do is raise
social awareness of students and
faculty about what they can do in a
variety of situations," said board
member Samuel Henry, SJSU
dean of student services.
Henry and the board hope to
raise awareness and get an idea of
what changes need to made based
on issues discussed at "Campus

POSTER
From page 1
nell, is getting permission from the
university administration.
"Right now, we are going
through channels to get this done,"
she said. "We know this is an
ongoing thing, but if we have a
core group willing to dedicate
their time and effort, it would be a
visible demonstration against it."
Meanwhile, Roy Christman, a
lecturer in the political science
department, said he was so
angered by news of the posters
that he removed two himself on
Wednesday.
Christman said he has battled
graffiti on the SJSU campus for
years, and still cleans up phone
booths, restrooms and classrooms
on a regular basis. His armory,
which he keeps in his Business
Tower office, includes cleanser,
brushes and rubber gloves.
"I see it as removing trash,"
Christman said. "The people who
put up anti-gay posters are pretty
sick people."
"Just imagine if the thousands
of employees and students on this
campus just erased, scrubbed off
or marked over all the graffiti they
saw," he said. "What a nice place
this would be."

ALLEN
From page 1
Schneider said. Another position
that was vacated has not yet been
filled, he added.
"I’m setting up a meeting with
the students next week to discuss
the situation," Schneider said.
But Schneider would not place
the blame on students or the custodial service.
"I haven’t met with anyone yet,
so I don’t know if it is a student or
custodial problem. I don’t know if
the students are creating a mess in
the restrooms, or if the custodian
just isn’t getting around often
enough," Schneider said.
Some students felt the same
way.
"They try to clean the restrooms
every day, but they’ve only got one
person. The tearooms are livable,
but I’d like them to be better," resident Jason Bryngelson said.

CHOICE
From page 1
and this was his first time displaying them in San Jose.
In downtown Oakland he had
been doing it everyday, and every
weekend in Berkeley.
Some of the pictures were distributed to Powers and Tami by
Debra Hundall of Victory for Life in
Houston, Texas. According to Powers, Hundall had four abortions
before she became a pro-life activist.
Others came from Human Life
International of Maryland. A few
came from Catholics United for
Life.
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21 community colleges.
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FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE
Coiiege of Traditional Chinese Medicine
200 Seventh Ave, Santa Cruz, CA 95062

Master of Traditional
Chinese Medicine
In calilomia, I iaditional Chinese Medi( me is practiced 11 the liLensed
Acupuncturist (1..Ac.) as a Primary I lealthcare Provider ’the American
education in acupuncture and Chinese herlvlogy has reached a stage
beyond pioneering to create a growing and maturing professional status
in the clinical applications of traditional Chinese medic Inc Five
Branches Institute has an outstanding academic and clinical curriculum
leading to a Master’s Degree in a new, yet traditional profession
We invite you to yin us in a day of lectures, presentations, videos and
demonstrations at our campus in Santa Cruz, between Qom and 4pm
For more information, call (40$) 476-9424.

REGISTER NOW TO ASSURE A PLACE!
CALL 408/741-2062
WEST VALLEY COLLEGE SARATOGA, CALIFORNIA
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Personnel Night!
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Any Drink - $1.00*
Employees of Restaurants, Night Clubs,
Hotels, Hair Salons, Travel Agencies,
and Limousine services can Network with
their peers and have Elm at the same time!
(Bring a business card or paycheck stub plus
proper I.D. to register for your H.I.P. card
and *5 - $1.00 coupons!)
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"They clean it up every morning, but people are messing it up.
It’s not the custodians," added
another student who did not want
his name used.
Allen Hall staff members
refused to comment on the subject,
but one person working for student
housing who did not want his
name used spoke out against the
condition of the restrooms in Allen
Hall.
"It just depends, but sometimes
it looks like they don’t clean it for
a week. I usually see them clean
the second floor restrooms on
Mondays and Wednesdays, but
that’s still not enough. People clog
up the urinals with toilet paper, and
overflow the toilets," said the
unidentified employee.
Until the situation is resolved,
Schneider is asking students to
help keep the restrooms clean.
"All I’m asking is that they pick
up after themselves, so they don’t
make a mess."
Powers commented that in the
past he had been involved in Operation Rescue, a pro-life organization, along with his partner ’Pami.
Powers explained that he doesn’t
represent the organization when he
displays his pictures.
In October 1989, he was
involved in a "rescue" in San
Rafael with Operation Rescue.
"Ninty-some of us blocked the
door to the Planned Parenthood
abortion clinic in San Rafael. It
was done non-violently, with no
yelling, no screaming, unlike what
the press usually reports about us,"
Powers said. "Usually the ones
screaming are the pro-aborts (prochoice) standing behind us."

FREE!
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Testing for the Public
Thursday, May 2, 7-9
Room 326

Dialogues."
The dialogues have two different formats, Henry said, one being
like Thursday’s event where the
floor is offered to anyone who
wants to bring up a campus situation. A similar event occurred in
the same Washington Square Hall
classroom Tuesday.
The other format Henry discussed was presentations from different offices on campus, explaining where to go with a complaint.
UPD and the omsbudsmen, for
example, presented four minute
films at those events.
"A lot of the university population doesn’t know where to go
with a complaint," Henry said.
’That’s where we can help."
Upcoming topics of discussion
at "Campus Dialogues" include
the disabled community, single
parenting, aging and age discrimination and re-entry students and
employees on campus.

San Jose’s Heartthrob:
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ated on 2nd St. between San Carlos and San Fernando.
Phone 293-9923
Casola’s Pizzeria NOW OPEN!
Phone 288-8886 or 288.8887

